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The road to nursing success begins here!  A complete review of core concepts. More than 2,265

classroom-tested, NCLEXÃ‚Â®-style questions. (Alternate-item format, too!) Test-taking hints and

rationales for correct and incorrect answers.TWO BOOKS IN ONE!Course review now.

NCLEXÃ‚Â®-prep later.Assure your mastery of medical surgical nursing knowledge while honing

your critical thinking and test-taking skills. The 2nd Edition of this popular resource features 2,000

questions that reflect the latest advances in medical-surgical nursing and the new, 2010

NCLEX-RNÃ‚Â® test plan. The seemingly huge volume of information you must master has been

organized into manageable sections divided by body systems and specific diseases.Each chapter is

a self-contained unit. For each practice question, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find the answer, rationales for

correct and incorrect responses, and a test-taking tip. The comprehensive exam at the end of each

chapter assesses your strengths and weaknesses, identifying areas for further study.The bonus

CD-ROM, featuring 265 questions, offers an interactive approach to course review and exam

preparation.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â What instructors and students are saying about the Success

Series:Ã¢â‚¬Â•We have used your products for students to help increase critical thinking skills,

prepare for NCLEX and course exams, and for review of nursing content. We recommend students

purchase the Success Series and review the content and questions for remediation and to enhance

nursing knowledge. The terminology at the beginning of each chapter provide key terms for the

students to review before answering questions. The books are all encompassing in regards to what

students need to review across the curriculum. We love them!!Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Louise Outlaw,

Instructor at Brown Mackie College, St.LouisÃ¢â‚¬Å“The success books have helped me so much

in many of my nursing courses, specifically in my med-surg nursing class. I found that the success

books helped me to know where to focus my studying and also gave me a lot of great review

questions that really prepared me for my exams! By using the med-surg success book, my grades

shot up from an 89 to a 96. Also through the med-surg success book, my grades were consistently

in the mid to high 90's range. I encourage all my friends to use the success books and they can

agree that it has really helped them as well.Ã¢â‚¬Â• -Ã‚Â  Esther Hung, Student Nurse at Molloy

College, Rockville Centre, NY
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The nursing program that I am in...let's just say that the instructors lectures can be less then helpful.

So I decided I needed to add some supplemental study material. I read my assigned materials and

lecture notes as usual but after adding this book to my studying routine I went from an average of

84% on exams to 90-94%. I truly believe that this book was the missing link to my success. The

rationales are clear and thorough in plain English. Definitely worth buying.

This book was very helpful. It gives you supporting rationales, but also has some great test taking

tips to better retain information.

This is a must for nursing students! I am telling you right now this book is very helpful! Don't expect

to find word for word questions like this on toe nursing exams but I do really enjoy this book for the

nursing implications in the answer portions of each chapter. Sometimes as a nursing student you

don't pay attention to something until you know the significance of it. I like this test book because it

helpsMe catch things that are important to know for each concept that I might have not played as

much attention to if I didn't see it in a test form. For those of you who learn by sample test or study

guides this will help you a lot! A lot of the times I just read through the answer pages of each

concept for a secondary quick study aid. The whole success serious has helpedMe a lot in nursing

school!

I got a straight A's in med surge 1 and 2 because of this book! I aced the HESI because of this

book. I didn't even use my school's text book to study. Just this. It has NCLEX style questions with



rationale at the back of each chapter. It is divided up by body system. Weak in renal? Just go to the

chapter on renal. This book is gold if you want to ace nursing school.

This book single-handedly got me through Med-Surg tests and made studying a little bit easier. In

nursing school the real trick is to do as many practice questions as humanly possible, and this book

is amazing just for that. I even had one professor who took questions right out of the book. It was

the best quarter ever! ;o)I highly recommend this book to all nursing students! You'll thank me later!

I use these books in nursing school after every class I would do questions to see how much

information i retained. Excellent study tool plus you have rationales in the back. Will definitely give it

100 stars if possible.

This is a fantastic book and one that I would recommend for any nursing student concerned about

doing well on the exit HESI. This book is designed to assist the student not only in preparing for

Med/Surg exams, and the exit HESI (if your school utilizes it) but also preparing you exceptionally

well for the NCLEX licensure test. The questions most closely resemble the HESI format and will

definitely prepare you for that exam. The book is divided into 20 chapters, the final chapter contains

the comprehensive final exam along with the correct answers and rationales. Each chapter contains

keywords, abbreviations, and concepts at the beginning, followed by practice questions covering the

specific topic, rationales and correct answers follow. Each chapter concludes with a comprehensive

examination covering the content along with the correct answers and rationales. Test taking hints

and strategies are found throughout each topic. Chapters 2 through 18 are further divided into

disease processes to help you identify specific content and a test-taking hint is provided for every

question in the content area. A CD is included with the book containing 265 questions that you can

select and prioritize to design additional tests online, another more realistic way to practice for the

NCLEX or HESI.Continuous practice coupled with reviewing textbook and lecture material

contributed enormously to my confidence in test taking this semester, enabling me to complete the

semester with As and Bs for Med/Surg. I will continue to utilize this book as I prepare for next

semester's exit HESI and the NCLEX.

This book is amazing. About half of the questions on each exam feel like they came straight out of

this book. Others I knew the answer because of a similar question from this book. One draw back is

it needs med questions. But I hear they have a book specifically for meds.
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